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ABSTRACT
In neuropsychology, the assessment of speech production
has to be very accurate and precise when a patient shows
disorganized discourse in conversation. Clinician’s work in
such cases, consists in a multi-tasking operation based on
the observation and the quantification of a number of pa-
rameters of speech, occurring during the patient’s discourse
production. In this paper, we describe a m-health system
for the administration of one of the tasks included in the
Assessment of Pragmatic Abilities and Cognitive Substrates
(APACS). It is a tablet application with a user-friendly inter-
face, able to facilitate both the assessment and the scoring
procedures. To our knowledge, this is the first study which
proposes the Italian digital version of a tool for assessing
different dimensions of pragmatic and paralinguistic features
of discourse production.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Health informatics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The most recent literature on neuropsychological assess-
ment demonstrates that tests need to be updated in order to
improve efficiency and utility [8]. It involves the inclusion
of new technologies, modern psychometric concepts and
theoretical constructs.

Cognitive evaluation of speech production is very impor-
tant when a neuropsychological patient shows disorganized
discourse and disruptions in conversation due to neurological
diseases. Clinician’s work consists in a multi-tasking oper-
ation in which the full observation of the patient must be
combined with the scoring of the patient’s cognitive perfor-
mance, considering different parameters of his/her speech.
Difficulties in discourse production have been found in

many clinical populations, like in Alzheimer’s Disease [1],
Schizophrenia [4], Traumatic Brain Injury [2], Parkinson’s
Disease [17] and Multiple Sclerosis [6]. These individuals
may show language difficulties in speaking, presented si-
multaneously within the patients’ discourse, which makes
the cognitive assessment highly demanding in a paper and
pencil score-form. The purpose of the present work is the
using of IT approaches in neuropsychology. This has a great
potential, since it may optimize the accuracy and the de-
tailed registration and scoring of the neuropsychological
assessment.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3342428.3342656
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In addition to language problems, peoplewith neurological
diseases often show low attentional resources compared to
the normal population, which indicates the urgency to have
the best cognitive assessment in a very short time in order
to avoid errors due to patients’ tiredness. In other words, the
traditional long paper-pencil procedure needs to be improved
with new forms. The computerization of cognitive tasks may
optimize the time needed for:

• assessing different features of cognitive performance
shown at the same time,

• assigning the specific score and
• calculating global scores.

The digitalization of cognitive tasks can definitely improve
the patient observation, without substituting the clinician’s
observation, which remains essential for a reliable neuropsy-
chological diagnosis. Computer-based instruments in neu-
ropsychology, instead, can play a very important role for
improving the technical aspects of assessment through user-
friendly interfaces and automatic scoring methods. Indeed,
paper and pencil tasks are still frequently used, and some of
them can be very long-lasting. Moreover, the storage of doc-
uments related to the assessments is usually in paper-form,
and a digitalization in this direction could result in a reduced
environmental impact.
In this paper, we digitalised the paper and pencil test in-

cluded in Assessment of Pragmatic Abilities and Cognitive
Substrates (APACS) [3] developing a tablet application. The
APACS Interview has a duration of 5 minutes in its original
paper-pencil version, and it is made up of a single paper
sheet in which the clinician registers on a checklist the fre-
quency of occurrences of discourse anomalies with a score
ranging from 0 to 2. The user-friendly digital interface of
this application is expected to make the scoring procedure
more flexible, providing an automatic score calculation that
would be useful in clinical settings.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presented the
realted work. The complete system is described in Section 3
and Section 4 discussed some problems related to technolog-
ical limitations. We conclude in Section 5.

2 RELATEDWORK
Previous studies have shown successful results arising from
interdisciplinary work between IT and both medical and
cognitive science (e.g., [14], [15], [19], [21] and [20]). For
example, Saxton [19] realized a Computer Assessment of
Mild Cognitive Impairment (CAMCI), which is user-friendly
computer task providing automatic scores. The authors com-
pared CAMCI with the paper-and-pencil Mini-Mental State
Examination (MMSE [10]), and checked the sensitivity of
CAMCI in the identification of Mild Cognitive Impairment
(MCI) in 524 nondemented individuals aged 60 years old.

Their comparison between the two tests showed that the
MMSE was almost insensitive to MCI, whereas the CAMCI
provided high rates of sensitivity (86%) and specificity (94%).
However, their study did not provide a reliable classification
of MCI, which is important from the clinical point of view.

In another study, Singleton and colleagues [20] realised a
Computer-based cognitive assessment of the development
of reading, in children of 5 years old. Their computerized
measure showed a highly satisfactory prediction of poor
reading skills, with very low or zero rates for false positives
and false negatives. However, it is important to consider
that a word recognition test given at age 6 was not found
to predict reading at age 8 with the same level of accuracy,
resulting in an unsatisfactory false positive rate of 21%.
In the assessment of the language domain, the impor-

tance of the digitalization of cognitive tasks is emerging
especially in discourse analysis, which requires a multidis-
ciplinary work across Psychology, Linguistics and Informa-
tion Technology [22]. Discourse production in pathological
populations requires the evaluation of an extensive number
of variables like repetitions, incomplete sentences, over- or
under- informativeness of discourse, loss of verbal initiative,
wrong order of the discourse elements, abrupt topic shift,
but also abuse of gesture, altered intonation, fixed-facial ex-
pression, loss of eye-contact, etc [3] [16].

In this work, the aim is to convert the format of the paper-
pencil interview included in Assessment of Pragmatic Abili-
ties and Cognitive Substrates (APACS [3]), in a digital ver-
sion. Although research has already been carried out the
transformation of paper-pencil tasks into digital tasks [5], it
is important to consider possible score discrepancies when
comparing paper-pencil and the computer-based version [7].
To our knowledge, this is the first study that attempts to

make the digital version of highly professional tool for the
evaluation of several dimensions of pragmatic and paralin-
guistic features of discourse production.

3 DESCRIPTION OF THE APPLICATION
As already discussed in Section 1, APACS is a complex assess-
ment tool composed by six tasks, two assessing production
(i.e., Interview and Description) and four assessing compre-
hension (i.e., Narratives, Figurative Language 1, Humor, and
Figurative Language 2). The “Interview task” consists in a
spoken interview with the patient, with the goal to analyse
his/her answers to simple questions. The interview is the
only part of the APACS test which doesn’t require the pa-
tient any particular action, the whole work is entrusted to the
examiner. In particular, during the interview the examiner
has to lead the talk, listen to the patient, recognize, count
and remember patient’s spoken anomalies of discourse, as-
sign a mark to them, pay attention to interview’s duration,
and assist the patient when he/she has some difficulty or
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Figure 1: Application’s dashboard, with personal informa-
tion panel and list of exams panel

is not inclined to speak. The total amount of points is 44,
which gives an idea of the amount of information the exam-
iner has to consider. All these tasks need to be performed
simultaneously in a very short interval of time, only 5 min-
utes, resulting in an overwhelming job which may lead to
inaccurate results or non-objective evaluations.
Often, eHealth mobile applications cover proactive con-

texts, in which the patient must actively perform some kind
of task, or his/her actions are passively measured, recorded
or elaborated, therefore the “user” overlaps with “the patient”.
Our application has themain goal to reduce examiner’s stress
in order to obtain more accurate evaluations, therefore in
this case “the user” coincides with "the examiner" who is
generally a doctor or a psychologist.
The application is composed by a server, which records

data about patients, the audio registration of the interviews
and the evaluation of the patient’s performances, and by a
tablet application that can be used by psychologists to record
and review data.
The application initially provides a login page and a reg-

istration form, to grant access to doctors. Once logged in,
each doctor/psychologist can access to his/her personal in-
formation, to all the previous administrations of the APACS
Interview task or can record a new administration.
Figure 1 shows the dashboard that allows to perform all

these three tasks. While the personal information section
is just a standard form, to view and perform interviews the
psychologist must create a new adminitration (i.e., “Nuova
Valutazione” in Italian). During the interview the app pro-
vides an interface which aims to help the examiner to keep
focused on features detections.
To avoid errors, the colours used in the interface change

when the doctor create a new administration, in particular
the bar on the top which is initially black (see Figure 1)
becomes blue (see Figures 2 and 3). The examiner has to
stop the recording, and exit from the interview panel, to go

Figure 2: Patient’s information form

back to the dashboard. The scores can be corrected after the
interview, but the idea is to avoid to accidental, not wanted,
alterations of the scores.

The interface of the application is inspired to the original
paper-and-pencil Interview in APACS test’s pattern. The first
panel is just a digitalization of a standard form for acquiring
personal and clinical information of the patient, and the same
holds for third panel, the resume, which is a simple resume
of the data and scores acquired during administration. The
interface of the interview is the most interesting, because
it required a completely redesign to effectively help the ex-
aminer and reduce his/her stress (and, consequently, his/her
error rate). We will discuss design choices in the following
subsection.

The interview panel, depicted in Figure 3, consists in a big
panel presenting all the possible anomalies of discourse as
button elements, divided in 5 groups, with a point and click
interaction. The examiner has to click on the correct button
each time he/she discovers an anomaly of discourse (or just
anomaly from now on). Each click counts the occurrence of
the particular anomaly and eventually modifies the score for
that specific clicked element. In this way, the examiner does
not need to remember several numbers of occurrences of
different anomalies of discourse to give a score at the end, so
he/she is focused only in observing the patient to discover
anomalies of discourse.

We consider two kind of anomalies of discourse, countable
and uncountable and three possible scores, 2 (anomaly never
occurred), 1 (anomaly occurred few times) or 0 (anomaly
occurred many times, often or always). Initially, all the anom-
alies of discourse are scored to 2, i.e., never happened. Then,
countable anomalies of discourse (like “Agrammatism”) are
scored to 1 the first time the their button is clicked. The
second threshold is different for each specific anomaly (and
can be configured), and specifies the number of occurrences
needed to pass from the score 1 to 0.
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Figure 3: Screenshot of the interview panel

There are two reasons behind the choice of configurable
thresholds: first of all, the examiner has no more to count
in mind the number of occurrences, but he/she just need
to react each time he/she recognizes an anomaly by click-
ing on the correct button, then the software is entitled to
give the correct score. This is the main stress-reducing fea-
ture of the application, because it reduces the demand for
the examiner of simultaneously calculate the frequencies
and occurrences related to multiple discourse features while
the patient speaks. This is why we designed a configurable
threshold for each anomaly of discourse.
Both countable and uncountable elements are provided

with an “undo” button, which allows to correct errors due to
accidental click on the wrong button.
The interview panel results active (and its scores may be

edited) only when a recording is performing. In this way, it
has been possible to bind each exam to a recorded audio of
the interview, in order to collect consistent data for future
studies, possibly oriented to machine learning to achieve a
fully automated classification of a patient’s performance.

User Experience
The main idea behind the interview interface design comes
from a videogame,World of Warcraft. In this game, there is a
particular role that a player can plays, the role of the healer, in
which the player has to focus on his/her group members, to
take care of them, instead of on enemies. While the original
UI of the game is good enough for single target situations, it
is extremely inefficient for healers focusing on big teams of

players (usually composed by 25 people or more). The task
of the healer was to keep track of players’ health and, when
necessary, “shot an appropriate heal” (chose among many)
on them.

Figure 4: HealBot’s UI in action: (A) HealBot’s UI - (B) Origi-
nal UI

This means that a healer has to simultaneously watch at
25 health-bars, give them a priority, then choose an appro-
priate spell and finally shot it on the correct player. All that
in fractions of a second. This experience is usually really
stressing and difficult. An interface add-on for this game,
called “HealBot” is very useful since it provides a “point and
click” featured team panel (see Figure 4), which is able to
represent all team members (and their HP levels) and allows
to shot a specific spell on a member using a combination of
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keys and a click performed on a player’s tag. Switching to
this add-on allows the player to reach top performances.

The task of the healers in this game is, in a certain sense,
very similar to the onewewant to target with our application.
For this reason, we tested the point-and-click efficiency in
a quick-reflexes context, and we adjust the design of our
application according to the experience made with this game,
exploiting how gamification could help to achieve better
results in the administration of the APACS Interview task.

According to literature, since 2010 gamification has been
widely adopted over the digital media industry and eHealt
production [18], and also has been proved that it enhances
user’s visual attention and processing speed [13], so we de-
cided that such kind of interaction would be optimal for this
application. Nevertheless, gamification’s benefits may be mit-
igated for new users who are new to the interface and don’t
know or remember button’s role and position over the panel
[11]. That’s why we also minded the Fitts Law to design the
application’s interface.

It’s well documented that Fitts Law regulates the scanning
time T [9]:

T = a + b log2(
D

W
+ 1)

where T is the interval of time needed to move from an
object to another,W is button/icon’s sizes (both height and
width), D is the distance between buttons, and a and b are
two empiric constant. With the aim to minimize the time
needed for the movement, we decided to maximize buttons’
and icons’ sizes [W] (both height andwidth), and tominimize
the distance between buttons by reducing margin among
buttons, without going under the minimal distance of 2mm.
We distributed buttons equally on a grid of 5 columns

(one for each anomaly’s category) with 4 or 5 elements each,
for a total of 22 buttons, each representing an anomaly in
discourse production.

Furthermore, to help examiner’s to recognize and memo-
rize button’s position on the grid, we provided an icon asso-
ciated to each type of anomalies of discourse (in addition to
anomaly’s name), and we also chose 5 different colours to tag
each column (category) differently [12]. We explicitly choose
to not show category names over each column because they
are not relevant for the assessment.

Technical Implementation
As already said, the system is composed by a server and a
tablet application. Data collected during the interviews are
stored in the server. We used a REST architecture developed
in node.js1 over a MongoDB2 database.

1https://nodejs.org/en/
2https://www.mongodb.com/

Software + - Total Diff Levenshtein % err
Distance

Google 27 62 89 35 214 30,18
Microsoft 30 101 131 71 404 56,98
Azure
Trint 38 55 3 17 191 26,94

Table 1: Data about transcription experiments.

We chose Deployd3 as a headless CMS server application
to manage the Model, and we developed the client in Angular
64. During the test phase the client was accessible as a web-
application on a Nginx webserver, but the main advantage
offered by Angular over a REST distributed application lays
on the possibility to easily develop cross-platform clients
starting from the web-application, thanks to frameworks
like Cordova5.

The database has been developed to gather data in order to
create a consistent dataset suitable for supervised learning;
for this reason, each administration consists in a set of scores
associated to an audio recording of the interview performed
by the examiner.

4 TECHNOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS
The first idea for this workwas to create an applicationwhich
was able to automatize the scoring activity for a group of
selected anomalies. This is the reason why we record the
interviews: we initially aim to analyse the audio recording
to obtain a text transcription and then to analyse the text
transcription to automatically find the anomalies. It was clear
that not all the score can be calculated automatically, but
we were confident in the success of task for some selected
anomalies because, given a text, it is quite easy to search
for repeated words, or for a set of bad words. Moreover, we
planned to use natural language process techniques for more
complex anomalies.
The problem arises when we collected the audio record-

ing. We collected 20 recordings of interviews to old patients
affected by Parkinson’s disease and we used 3 services for
transcription: Google, Microsoft Azure and Trint6. Unfortu-
nately, none of the service was able to transcript the con-
versation with an acceptable percentage of errors. As an
example, data about our experiments with one of the inter-
view are reported in Table 1, where the columns “+” and “-”
reported the number of words that are present in the tran-
scriptions and not in the audio recordings and viceversa and
we use the Levenshtein distance to calculate the difference

3https://deployd.com/
4https://angular.io/
5https://cordova.apache.org/
6http://trint.com

https://nodejs.org/en/
https://www.mongodb.com/
https://deployd.com/
https://angular.io/
https://cordova.apache.org/
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from the string obtained from one of the selected server and
the correct transcription.

Other experiments highlighted that the number of errors
decreases if there are only one person speaking, and not two
(i. e. the psychologist and the patient) and if the patient is near
the microphone. Moreover, we noted that our patients does
not only have often difficulties in speech production, but also
they usually speak in dialect, which is widespread among
Italian elders, but it is a real problem for speech recognition
softwares which can be used only with national language.
For this reason, it was not possible to obtain a text tran-

scription of the interviews, and we cannot realize our initial
project.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we describe a system for assisting the psy-
chologists, during the administration of the Interview task,
included APACS. The tablet application provides a user-
friendly interface that helps to focus with more accuracy
on the detection of possible anomalies. To our knowledge,
this is the first study that attempts to make the digital version
of tool that evaluates several dimensions of pragmatic and
paralinguistic features of discourse.
From the point of view of the examiner, who is the effec-

tive user of our system, this is a very useful and innovative
way to assess patients’ cognitive performance. In the specific
case of APACS Interview, the possibility to interact with the
application in a user-friendly way allows the clinician to allo-
cate more attention to what the patient is saying, instead of
keeping “on-line” the frequencies of occurrences of discourse
anomalies, when they occur.
Moreover, the automatization of global score calculation

has the advantage of reducing possible errors that might
naturally derive from manual procedures.
Another important consideration refers to the fact that

performing the task in a digital form, and then obtaining
a PDF final summary (with information of the patient plus
his/her cognitive outcome), may subsequently lead to limited
paper consumption, which in turn may results in a reduced
environmental impact.
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